A SURE
THING
IN AN
UNCERTAIN
WORLD.

If you’re a professional
shooter, your livelihood—
perhaps even your life—
can depend upon
transporting your firearms
with the maximum in care
and security.
Tuffpak cases—proven
around the globe for
over 25 years—will insure
that your weapons and
optics arrive in the same
condition in which they
left, whether traveling
across town or around
the world.
They offer the ultimate
in flexibility, handling
up to three scoped rifles
or five shotguns of any
configuration.
And, unlike ordinary gun
cases, they do it without
advertising what’s inside.
You have enough things
to worry about. Getting
your firearms to their
destination doesn’t have
to be one of them.

guaranteed

THE MOST

FOR LIFE. VERSATILE
This is as simple as it gets: If
anything breaks or becomes
unusable on your Tuffpak case
for as long as you own it, we
will repair or replace it free of
charge. All you pay is shipping.
You can buy dozens of lesser
cases, and hope they protect
your firearms.
Or, you can buy one Tuffpak.
And make certain.

Call us toll-free
1-888-4-Tuffpak
(1-888-488-3372)
For more information
visit us online
www.tuffpak.com

Nalpak Group
1267 Vernon Way
El Cajon, CA 92020
619.258.1200 tel
800.4-nalpak fax
nalpakgroup.com
© 2013 Nalpak, Inc.
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RUGGED

RELIABLE
& STEALTHY
TACTICAL

GUN
CASES
MONEY CAN BUY.

THE ORIGINAL TUFFPAK

Outside dia.: 13”
Inside dia.: 10”
Outside height: 52”
Inside height: 50”
Weight: 18 lbs.
lock: TSA approved or
standard key
Capacity: 2-3 rifles
or up to 5 shotguns
(to 50") in soft cases,
clothing, boots, etc.
Color: Black

You decide what
goes inside.
No restricting dividers
means you decide
how many firearms to
pack, of virtually any
configuration.
Carries more than guns.
Pack clothing, optics,
boots, handguns, or
any other gear, too.
No wasted space, saves
hauling other bags.

Discreet transportation.

Free-wheeling travel.

The Tuffpak’s exterior
gives no indication of its
contents. It’s been called
the “stealthy” gun case.

Built-in roller blade-style
wheels with precision
ball bearings, protected
by molded fenders, are
virtually indestructible—
and make rolling a
Tuffpak a breeze.

Virtually indestructible.
No exposed feet, flimsy
handles, exposed locks
or other appendages
that can be ripped
off by baggage
handlers. Lightweight,
unbreakable high-tech
shell impervious to
moisture and chemicals.

New, more comfortable
rubber handle lets you
wheel a Tuffpak easily
with one hand, or use
the twin built-in carrying
handles placed for
optimum balance.

ULTIMATE PROTECTION.
ULTIMATE VERSATILITY.
know you’re on target when you arrive.
There is no case on the market that provides
better protection against shock and vibration
that can affect precision optics. You’ll arrive
at your destination knowing point of impact is
exactly where you expect it to be.
Courtesy Nightforce Optics, Inc.

TUFFPAK TAKEDOWN

Specifications

Two cases in one. Our Tuffpak
TakeDown Case was created
specifically to provide
maximum protection
for takedown rifles
and shotguns (it’s
The TakeDown Long’s
extension collar lets
you vary inside length
from 32" to 36"

ideal for ARs with
collapsible stocks). It
has a slightly larger
diameter (11”) than
the Original Tuffpak,
but measures just
34” top to bottom.

Specifications

Our Tuffpak
TakeDown long
has an extension
collar that adds four
inches (36” inside
versus 32”), to
accommodate longer
firearms. Remove
the collar, and you
have a 32” case,
too. It’s the ultimate
in flexibility and
convenience.

Outside dia.: 14” x 13”
Inside dia.: 11”
Outside height: 34”
(without collar)
Inside height: 32”
Weight: 20 lbs.
lock: TSA approved or standard
Capacity: 2-3 shotguns or
takedown rifles, plus extra barrels
Color: Black

Call us toll-free 1-888-4-Tuffpak
(1-888-488-3372)
For more information visit us online
www.tuffpak.com

